The sharp radius of convexity of functions with prescribed second coefficient is found for the two classes: functions starlike of order a, and functions whose derivative has real part greater than a.
1. Introduction. Let ¿^(a) denote the class of functions P(z)= 1+èjZ-l--• • which are analytic and satisfy Re{P(z)}>a for |z|<l where a e [0, 1). If £=exp{-largej thenP(£z)=l + |è1|z-|-and we see that it is no actual restriction to limit our study of ^(a) to functions with a nonnegative real first coefficient. It is known [2] that |¿,|5Í2(1 -a) and we define ^"(oc)={P(z) 6 0,(<t):P'{O)=2b{l-a)} for ¿> e [0, 1]. This paper extends results found in [1] by obtaining a lower bound on Re{zP'(z)¡P(z)} for P(z) e ^(a) and subsequently applying the results to obtain a sharp estimate for the radius of convexity of the two classes y*(a) and ^(a) for each a e Re{z/'(z)//(z)}> a for \z\ < 1}.
The technique used to obtain the results is based on a method of Singh and Goel [4] and extends some of the results found therein.
Preliminaries.
Let si denote the class of functions w(z) such that w(0)=0 which are also analytic and satisfy |w(z)|<l for |z|<l. We will occasionally use /S=2a-1 to simplify computations and statements of results. Proof.
It is known that P(z) e ^b(a) if and only if there exists some w(z) e sí such that (1) P 
where Ab and Db are as in Lemma 1 with Rb=Ab-Db and
Proof. Let P{z)=Ab+u+iv and R2=(Ab+u)2+v2 with r=\z\, then
Since A^Cl-ßr^Kl-r*) and D,=((1 -/3)r)/(l -r3), the right-hand side of (4) may be written
Let S"(w, t>) denote the expression appearing in (5), then regrouping the terms we have
Denote by Fb(R) the right-hand side of (7) with R cos f=Ab+u; then Proof. Taking the logarithmic derivative of both sides of (1) 
The class ^(a).
Let 0>'a(a.) denote the class of functions F(z)= z+a(l -a)z2+-• • such that F'(z) e 3Pa(a). Results concerning distortion and regions covered by the class together with other references may be found in [1] . A radius of convexity theorem is also presented in [1] for the class ^¿(a); the result, however, is exact only for the case a=0. Here we will produce a sharp estimate for all a e [0, 1] and a e [0, 1).
From Nehari [2] it is known that F(z) maps |z|<r onto a convex region if Re{l +zF"(z)/J"(z)}>0 for \z\ <r. Proof Let P(z)=F'(z), then Re{l +zF"(z)/F'(z)}=1+Re{zP'(z)/P(z)} and we may apply Theorem 1. where c is determined from RC=R'. Figure 3 gives some level curves and the transitional curve for the class Sr^{a).
Remark 3. By setting a=0 in Theorems 2 and 3 we could obtain sharp results on odd functions in the two classes ^'(a) and £f*(v) for a 6 [0, 1).
